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TRIANGULAR MATRIX ALGEBRAS OVER

QUASI-HEREDITARY ALGEBRAS

By

Bin Zhu*

Abstract. Let A and B be quasi-hereditaryalgebras and M an A ―

i?-bimodule. Let A be the triangularmatrix algebra of A and B

with M. The quasi-heredityof the triangularmatrix algebra A is

proved under a suitableconditionon the bimodule M. Furthermore

the category of A-good A-modules and the characteristicmodule of

A are describedby using the corresponding ones of A and B.

1. Introduction

Let R be a commutative artin ring and A an artin algebra over R. If R is

a fieldk, then A is a finitedimensional A>algebra. We will consider finitelygen-

erated leftA -modules, maps between A -modules willbe written on the right hand

of the argument, thus the composition of maps / : M＼ ―>M2, g
■
M2 ―■>･M3 will

be denoted by fg. The category of all ^-modules willbe denoted by
^4-mod.

All

subcategories considered will be full and closed under isomorphisms.

Given a class 0 of ^-modules, we denote by #"(0) the fullsubcategory of all

A -modules which have a 0-filtration,that is, a filtration

0 = Mt a Mt-＼ <= ･･･ cMi c Mo = M

such that each factor M;_i/M, is isomorphic to one object in 0 for 1 < / < t.The

modules in #"(0) are called 0-good modules, and the category ^"(0) is called

the 0-good module category.

Let E{i), i e E be a complete listof simple ,4-modules, where E ―{1,...,≪}

is a natural ordered set.For any i e E, let P(i) be the projective cover of E(i) and
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denote by A(i) the maximal factor module of P(i) with composition factors of

the form E(j) with j < i. Dually, let Q{i) be the injectivehull of E{i) and by V(/)

the maximal submodule of Q(i) with composition factors of the form E(j) with

j < i. Let A (respectively,V) be the full subcategory consisting of all A(z%),1 <

/ < n, (respectively,all V(z), 1 </<≪). The modules in A are called standard

modules and ones in V are called costandard modules.

The algebra A, or better,the pair (A,E) is called a quasi-hereditary algebra if

AA belongs to #"(A) and End^(A(/)) is a division ring, for any ＼<i <n.

From now on, we will assume that A is quasi-hereditary. It was proved in

[4] that #"(A) and #"(V) are functorially finitein ,4-mod, i.e. they are both

covariantly finiteand contravariantly finitein
^4-mod.

A fullsubcategory 3~ of

^4-mod
is called contravariantly finitein yi-mod provided that for any A -module

M, there is a module M＼ in 2T with a morphism / : M＼ ―>M such that the

restrictionof Hom(―,/) to 2T is surjective.Such a morphism / is called a right

^"-approximation of M. A right ^-approximation / : M＼ ―>M of M is called

minimal if the restrictionof / to any non-zero direct summand of M＼ is non-

zero. The covariantly finiteness of 3~, a left ^"-approximation of M and the

minimal left ^-approximation of M can be defined dually, we omit them and

refer to [4]. The category J^(A) admits the following description [4]

JF(A) = {X e A-mod |Ext1(X, V) = 0}

{X e A-mod |Extf(X, T) = 0 for all / > 1}

Dually, one has that

iF(V) = {Xe A-mod |Ext1 (A, X) = 0}

= {Ye A-mod ＼Ext'(T, Y) = 0 for all i > 1}.

It was also proved in [4] that there is a unique basic module aT such that

add(^r) = J^A) n#"(V). Such aT is a generalized tilting and cotilting ^-module,

which is called the characteristic module of A. The endomorphism ring of aT is

again a quasi-hereditary algebra with respect to the opposite ordering Eop of E,

which is called Ringel dual of A.

Now we recall from [5, 2.5] the notion of a subspace category. Let JT be a

Krull-Schmidt category over a field k, and | ―| : JT ―> k-mod an additive functor.

We call the pair (jf, | - |) a vectorspace category and denote by #(jf, | - |),

called subspace category of (jf＼I ―I), the category of all triples V = (Vq, Vw,yv),
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where V$ belongs to Jf, Vm belongs to fc-mod and yv : Vm ―>＼Vq＼is a ^-linear

map. A morphism from V to V by definitionis a pair (fo,fm), where /0 : ^o ―>

Fo' and /w : Fw -^ F^ such that yF|/0| = /wyF,.

If Jf is finite,i.e. Jf has, up to isomorphisms, only finitelymany inde-

composable objects, then there exists an injective realization of JT, namely,

there are a finitedimensional &>algebra A and a left A -module M such that we

can identify Jf with A-lny, the category of finitelygenerated injective left A-

modules, | - | with the restriction of Homi4(M, ―) to ^4-Inj.,Thus #(X, | - |)

is a full subcategory of ^(^4-mod, Hom^(M, ―)),the later is equivalent to A-

mod, where

A = .t-l = (S Mk)

is the one-point extensionof A by M, and any triple(Vo,Vw,y) in %(jf,＼- |)

/ Vq＼ /0 M＼
corresponds to the leftA-module I 1; the operation of I 1 on it is

＼Ko/ ＼i) i) J

given by the map yv : M Rk Vw ―> Vq adjoint to yv [5, 1].

If Jf is a directed vectorspace category, i.e. there are no cycles between

indecomposable objects in Jf, it was proved in [2] that (A, is) is a quasi-

hereditary algebra with standard modules E(l),E(2),... ,E(n), P(n+＼), and

^r(jf,| - I)) is equivalent to the category of V-good modules over A, where

P(n + 1) is the indecomposable projective A-module corresponding to the ex-

tension vertex.

Let A be the one-point extension of A by M. In contrasting to the ordering

on simple A-modules above, we fix an ordering aE on simple ^-modules and

let aE = {0} U^ E such that is(0) is the simple A-module corresponding to

the extension vertex. It was proved in [3] that if (A,aE) is a quasi-hereditary

algebra and M belongs to #X^A), then (A, ＼E) is a quasi-hereditary algebra and

#(^UA), Hom^M, -)) ≪ jr(AA).

In the study of a quasi-hereditary algebra A, instead of the complete module

category, one is mainly interested in the category J^A), or the category J^V).

In thispaper, we study A-good (or V-good) module categories and characteristic

modules of a one-point extension algebra, and of a triangular matrix algebra.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 our algebras are finite

dimensional over field k. We consider the one-point extension A of A by an

arbitrary left A -module M. We prove that for an ordering AE on simple A-

modules, if (A,aE) is a quasi-hereditary algebra and M is a left A -module,

then (A,a-E) is a quasi-hereditary algebra, where ＼E = aEU {n + 1} such that
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E(n + 1) is the simple A-module corresponding to the extension vertex. We

describe the category of V-good modules over A by using the notion of a

subspace category and describe the characteristic module of A, these results

generalize the main resultsin [2];in Section 3, all algebras are artin algebras over

a commutative artin ring R. We prove the quasi-heredity of the triangular matrix

algebras of quasi-hereditary algebras A and B by a bimodule AMB under a

suitable condition on the bimodule M. Moreover, we describe the good module

category over thisquasi-hereditary triangular matrix algebra and the characteristic

module of it. We note that if R is a field k, A is a finitedimensional £>algebra

and B is k, then this triangular matrix algebra becomes one-point extension of A

by M, but the ordering on the simple modules of the one-point extension con-

sidered in this sectionis differentfrom that of the one-point extension considered

in Section 2.

2. One-Point Extensions

Thoughout this section,any algebra means a finitedimensional one over

a fixed field k. Let [A

v4-module, and A =
(

aE) be a quasi-hereditaryalgebra, M an arbitraryleft

A M
the one-point extension.Let ＼E = a^D {n + 1}

such that E(n + 1) is the simple module corresponding to the extension vertex,

Theorem 2.1. Let (A,aE) be a quasi-hereditary algebra and M a left A-

module. Let A be the one-point extension of A by M and ＼E the ordering on simple

A-modules as above. Then (A,＼E) is a quasi-hereditary algebra, and ^(aV) =

R(^(AV),FLomA(M,-)).

Proof. Let E(l),... ,E(n) be the simple ,4-modules. Thus there is a com-

plete set

＼0 1

of orthogonal primitive idempotents {e＼,...,en} of A. Let en+＼ =

Then {e＼,... ,en,en+＼} is a complete set of orthogonal primitive

idempotents of A.

It is easy to see that the costandard A-modules are as follows:

aV(i)

aV(≪ + 1) Afi(≫+1)

1 < i < n

= E(n+＼)
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We have that EndA(AV(/)) is a divisionring and ＼Q(i)e J^(aV) for any

1 < i <n+ 1.Then (A,AE) is a quasi-hereditaryalgebra with costandard modules

AV(z)= {AV{i),0,0)for all1 < i < n and AV(w + 1) = AE(n +l) = (0,k,0).

Since the subspace category ^(Jr(^V),Hom(M, ―))is a fullsubcategory of

A-mod which is closed under extensionsand for any /,aV(z)is in ^(J^V),

Hom(M,-)), we have that #"(AV)£ <#(Jr(y4V),Hom(M, -)). For any object

(Vo,VcoiVv)in ^(ir(^V),Hom(M,-)), we have an exact sequence:

0 - (K0,0,0) - (Fo, Kffl,yF)-. (0, Kffl,0)-> 0,

where Vo is in 3?(AV), hence (Fo,0,0) is in
<F(AV).

We know that (0, 1^,0) is in

J^(AV(≪+ 1)) from the fact AV(≪+ 1) = (0,^,0). Then (Ko, Vm,yv) is in JF(AV).

Therefore ^(AV) = ^(Jr(^V),Hom(M,-)). The proof is finished.

Let (A,a£) be the quasi-hereditary algebra in Theorem 2.1. Let / : M ―*

P{n + 1) be the injection such that coker/ is the simple projective E(n + 1) (the

existence of / is from the fact that M is the radical of P＼(n+ 1)). Let /0 :

M ―>Mo be the minimal left J^(aV)-approximation of M. Thus by [4],we have

that the following exact sequence:

0^M^> Mo -≫･No ->0, where 7Voe^(AA).

Then we have a commutative diagram which is the pull-outdiagram of mor

phisms / and /0.

M > P(n+l)

1

Mo

1

G

Let To be an indecomposable directsummand of G having a composition

factor as E(n+ 1). We have that

Theorem 2.2. Let A, M and A be the same as in Theorem 2.1. and aT

the characteristicmodule of A. Let a7 = aT c Tq. Then ＼T is the characteristic

module of the quasi-hereditary alqebra (A,＼E).

Proof. We have the exact sequence: 0 ―>M ―>Mo ―>No ― 0 with TVo

J^CaA), and a commutative diagram
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0

0 >

0

1

M4

1

No

1

0

/o
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0

I

Pin + 1) > E{n+＼) 0

G

1

1

0

E(n + ＼) > 0

E(2)

^.'.
The characteristicmodule of A is T ―

E{＼)

7 2

o

a

P

1

o

where the rows and the columns are exact sequences. Since #"(aV) and J^(aA)

are closed under extensions, we have that G is in #"(aA) and in J^aV). From

the constructions of standard (or costandard) A-modules, we have that aT e

#"(AA) n#"(AV). Since To has a composition factor as E(n+＼) and To is not

the direct summand of aT, we have that aT is the direct sum of n + 1 non-

isomorphic indecomposable modules belonging to J^(aA) D J^(aV). Thus it is

the characteristicmodule of the quasi-hereditary algebra (A, a-E").The proof is

finished.

Example. Let A be the algebra given by

a

20 ' '
ol

0

with relation Bet = 0. Then A is a quasi-hereditary algebra with standard

modules AA{1) = E(l),
i4A(2)

=

E(l)

E(l)RE{2).

E(l)

Let A be the one-pointextension of A by M ―E(2). Then A is the algebra

given by

3

o
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> E(3) > 0

> E(3) > 0
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with relations B<x = ay = 0. Then A is a quasi-hereditary algebra with standard

modules AA(1) = E(l), AA(2) =

E(l) E(3)

£(D
()

0

1

E(2) E(3)
aA(3) = . Its characteristicmodule

E(l) E(2)

E(l) E(3)
where ' . is determined as follows,

E(2)

0

1

0 > E{2) >

1

0 >

0 >

with relation y/?= 0

E(l)

E(2) '
1

E(＼)

1

0

E(3)

E(2)

1

E(l),E(3)

E(2)

1

E{＼)

1

0

3

o

Remark. The Ringel dual of the quasi-hereditary algebras in Theorem 2.1.is

neither a one-point extension of algebras, nor a one-point coextension of algebras

in general. For example, the Ringel dual of A in the example above is the algebra

given by:

1

o

a

y

3. TriangularMatrix Algebras over Quasi-Hereditary Algebras

Throughtout this section,we assume that A and B are artini?-algebras,

where R is a commutative artinring.Let

A =
(A M＼

W BJ

be the triangular matrix algebra, where M is an A ―5-bimodule such that A is

an artin i?-algebra.It is well known that any A-module N can be identified with
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a triple(X, Y,f), where X is an yl-module, Y a ^-module, and / : M RB Y ―>X

an A -module morphism [1].

Theorem 3.1. Let (A,aE) and (B,bE) be quasi-hereditaryalgebras and

＼E = (bE,aE). If aM is in ^(^A), then (A,＼E) is a quasi-hereditaryalgebra.

Moreover, J^(AA) = {(JT,Y,f)＼Xe &{AA), Y e ^(fiA)}.

Proof. Let (A,AE) and (B,BE) be quasi-hereditaryalgebras and ＼E =

(bE,aE) the ordering on simple A-modules. An easy calculationshows that

(A,a-£")is a quasi-hereditaryalgebra with standard modules

aA(1) =

(°

AA(m) =

(°

AA(m+l)=
(

AA(m + n) =

0

*A(1)

0

2≫A(/m)

^A(l)

0

)

)

We now prove the second assertion. Let 2T be the subcategory of A-mod

consisting of all triples(X, Y,f) with X is from J^A) and Y is from #"(^A).

For any triple (X, Y,f) in &~, we have an exact sequence:

o -> (x,o,o) -> (x, r,/) -> (o, f,o) - o,

where (X,Q,0) and (0, 7,0) are in #"(AA). Thus (X, Y,f) is in J^(AA) since

J^aA) is closed under extensions in A-mod. Therefore 3~^ #"(aA).

By the construction of standard A-modules, we have that all standard A-

modules aA(i) are in 3T, where 1 < i < m + n. By identifying an yl-module X

with a triple(X, 0,0), and a 5-module Y with a triple(0, Y,Q), we can consider

both yi-mod and i?-mod as subcatgories of A-mod, namely, we identify
^4-mod

with subcategory (^4-mod, 0, 0), and B-mod with subcategory (0,5-mod, 0). Then

ExtA(v4-mod, I?-mod) =0, ^(^A) and ^(bA) are closed under extensions in A-

mod. We know from [4] that ^(BA) j ^(AA) := {N e A-mod |there is an exact

sequence 0 -> X -≫･N -> 7 -> 0, with X e^(AA), Ye ^{BA)} is closed under
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extensionsin A-mod. Then F = &(B&) J &(a&) is a subcategory closed under

extensionsin A-mod. For any A-good A-module N, we have TVis in 3~sinceN

has a aA-fi1t.ra.tionand all ＼A(i)are in .T. Therefore

i^(AA) = P = {(X, YJ)＼Xe^(AA),Ye^(BA)}.

The proof is finished.

We keep all notation in Theorem 3.1.in the following. We will describe the

characteristicmodule of A.

Let e=(e＼,...,en) be a complete set of orthogonal primitive idempotents

of A corresponding to the ordered index set aE of simple ,4-modules, / =

(fi,---,fm) a complete set of orthogonal primitive idempotents of B corre-

sponding to the ordered index set BE of simple 5-modules. Thus (f,e) =

(/n ...,fm,e＼,...,en) is a complete set of orthogonal primitive idempotents of

A corresponding to the ordered index set AE = (bE,aE) of simple A-modules.

where

A = J0 ZD JX =3 ･･･
3 Jm_{ ZD Jm ZD Jm+l ID ･ ･ ･ 3 J^^^j 3 /w+^ = Q,

*■≪".)

J
＼ ―

Jm-＼ =

Jm ―

J/n+l ―

Jm+n

(A

(A

(A

(

R

B(f2 + ---+fm)B

*)

BfmB

)･

A(e2 + ■■■+ en)A A(e2 + ･ ･ ･ + en)R

0 0

(AenA

V o

Jm+n ― 0
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For each i in {1,2,..., m + n}, let A,-be the quotient of A by /,-.Then all A,-

are quasi-hereditary algebras, whose standard modules are aA(1), ...,aA(/). In

particular,for any i>m+＼, aA(z) is an A/-module. We assume that the injective

A/-hull of aA(7) is A-Q'(i)- We have a commutative diagram

0
1

n;

i

0 > A(i) > Q(i)

l

1

0

01

n;

i

Nt > 0

1

Mi > 0
1

0

o ―> a(o ―> A,e'(o ―>

where Ni ―>･Mt is the minimal right #"(a,A)-approximation of M,. Then we have

N't is in J^UV) by [4]. Therefore O(/) e J^(A,.A)(1
≪r(Ay),

since ^"(a,A) and

^(j＼5?)are closed under extensions in A,-mod, a,-2'(0 anc^ ^/ are ^n ^(aF),

while A(/) and iV,-are in #"(a,.A). Let T(/) be an indecomposable direct sum-

mand, which has a composition factor as E(i), of Q(i). Then we have that

T(m +1), r(m + 2),..., Tim -＼-n) are non-isomorphic indecomposable modules.

Theorem 3.2. Let A, B, aMb, and A be the same as in Theorem 3.1.and bT

the characteristicmodule of B. Then bT R (c"=1 ^(m + 7*))^ tne characteristic

module of A.

Proof. By Theorem -3.1., we have that J^(aA) = {(X, YJ) ＼X e J^A),

Y 6 ^BA}, and BT e 3?{BA) c iF(AA). Let 0 -> *r -> (M, A^) -> (X, F,/) -> 0

be an exact sequence with (Jf, Y,f) e #"(aA). Then 0 ―> ^T ―>■A7"―≫･7 -^ 0 is an

exact sequence with y e #"(^A). Since ^T is the characteristic module of B, the

exact sequence above splits, and N ^ BT c Y. It implies that the exact sequence

0 -> sr -> (M,N,g)'-> (X, 7,/) -> 0 splits. We have that ExtA(J^(AA),fir) = 0,

and
^r

e ^(AA) H#'(aV). Let a3" be the characteristic module of A with a

decomposition of indecomposable direct summands ＼T = ＼T(l) c ■･･ c＼T(m)

RAT{m+l)@ ■■■R＼T(m + n). Then A^(l) c ･･･ cA^m) is the character-

istic module of quasi-hereditary algebra Am. It follows that the characteristic
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module of B is isomorphic to ＼T{＼)c ･･･ c＼T{m) from the fact that Am is

isomorphic to B. By the constructionof T(i),the modules bT R T(m+ 1),and

aT(1)@ ■■■c A.T{m) c＼T(m+ 1) are the characteristicmodule of Aw+i, thus

T(m + 1) ^ ＼T(m + 1).We can get that T(m + j) isisomorphic to T(m + j) for

each 1 < / < ≪ by an easy induction on /. The proof is finished.
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